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	Drug Stability for Pharmaceutical Scientists, 9780124115484 (0124115489), Academic Press, 2014

	Drug Stability for Pharmaceutical Scientists is a clear and easy-to-follow guide on drug degradation in pharmaceutical formulation. This book features valuable content on both aqueous and solid drug solutions, the stability of proteins and peptides, acid-base catalyzed and solvent catalyzed reactions, how drug formulation can influence drug stability, the influence of external factors on reaction rates and much more. Full of examples of real-life formulation problems and step-by-step calculations, this book is the ideal resource for graduate students, as well as scientists in the pharmaceutical and related industries.

	
		Illustrates important theoretical concepts with numerous examples, figures, calculations, learning problems and questions for self-study and retention of material
	
		Provides answers and explanations to test your knowledge
	
		Enables you to better understand key concepts such as rate and order of reaction, reaction equilibrium, complex reaction mechanisms and more
	
		Includes an in-depth discussion of both aqueous and solid drug solutions and contains the latest international regulatory requirements on drug stability
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Practical Digital ForensicsPackt Publishing, 2016

	Get started with the art and science of digital forensics with this practical, hands-on guide!


	About This Book

	
		Champion the skills of digital forensics by understanding the nature of recovering and preserving digital information which is essential for legal or disciplinary proceedings
	...



		

Living Well with Parkinson'sJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Glenna Atwood shared her experiences and insights about how
she and her family coped with Parkinson’s disease in the first edition
of Living Well with Parkinson’s.

Her words were educational and inspirational to many people
affected by this intrusion in their life’s plan. Glenna, with Blaine—...

		

Programming Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0 (Pro-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2008
Announcing a fully revised second edition of this popular SELF-PACED TRAINING KIT designed to help maximize your performance on 70-536, a core exam for the MCTS and MCPD certifications. This 2-in-1 kit includes the official Microsoft study guide, plus practice tests on CD to help you assess your skills. It comes packed with the tools and features...




	

Microsoft XNA Game Studio 3.0 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2009
Using XNA Game Studio 3.0, any programmer can master the art of game development and begin selling games to millions of Xbox 360 users worldwide. Now, there’s a practical, comprehensive guide to game development with Microsoft’s powerful new XNA Game Studio 3.0 and the entire XNA Framework.
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3D Game Textures, Second Edition: Create Professional Game Art Using PhotoshopFocal Press, 2009

	Finally the eagerly-awaited next edition of Luke Ahearn's cornerstone game art book: 3D Game Textures is on its way. The book will be refreshed per the latest revision of Photoshop and the latest game industry trends and developments. 3D Game Textures allows next-gen game artists to learn to create everything from bricks to books in...


		

How to do Everything with Your Zire HandheldMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Zire handhelds are such neat little devices that any book about them runs the risk of reading like a promotional brochure. We’ve written thousands of pages about the Windows platform, and half of it always seems to be apologetic. “Computer locked up again? You need to reboot and send $94 in cash to Microsoft. . . .” Books about...
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